Cloud computing provides engineers or scientists a place to run complex computing tasks. Finding a workflows's deployment configuration in a cloud environment is not easy. Traditional workflow scheduling algorithms were based on some heuristics, e.g. reliability greedy, cost greedy, cost-time balancing, etc., or more recently, the meta-heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithms. These methods are very slow and not suitable for rescheduling in dynamic cloud environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scientific workflows (a.k.a data-intensive workflow) such as those shown in Figure 1 have been widely applied in scientific research, data mining and business intelligence analysis [1] . One fundamental problem in workflow research is workflow scheduling, i.e. associating the appropriate computer resource to each task in the workflow.
For complex workflows, prior work used meta-heuristic optimizers (genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization, etc. [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] ). Such meta-heuristics are often computationally Figure 1. Examples of cloud computing workflows. Clockwise from top left: Montage, Epigenomics, Inspiral, CyberShake, Sipht. Each node is one "task" and each edge is a data flow from one task to another. Number of tasks can vary from dozens to thousands). The scheduling problem is to map these tasks to a smaller number of virtual machines, decide the ordering of tasks within one VM, and then decide what kind of machine should drive each VM. expensive. For example, in this paper, we applied a current state-of-the-art meta-heuristic workflow scheduling algorithm (EMSC [9] ) to find optimized scheduling for 20 workflows. The the total runtime for optimization was more than 10 hours (on desktop computer with 2.0GHz, 8GB memory). As a comparison, the total expected runtime for these workflows was around 9 hours. In some specific workflows, the optimized time is 14x longer than its expected runtime in Amazon AWS clouds.
Such long runtimes are problematic. Cloud computers execute in highly dynamic environments where scheduling tools need to be adaptive to changing conditions [10] , [11] , [12] . For example, Schad et al. [11] found that the runtime of a widely used benchmarks suite can vary by up to 33% even when run on supposedly identical instances within the same cloud environment. Not only CPU, but also bandwidth can be highly variable within the cloud. Schad et al. report that network bandwidth between the same type of EC2 instances can vary from 410KB/s to 890KB/s. Hence, even after a workflow is planned and deployed, it is important to monitor instances and repeat the scheduling process during deployment when necessary. If repeated reschedulings are too slow, then it becomes impractical to use those algorithms.
Accordingly, this paper explores methods for faster scheduling of workflows. RIOT (short for Randomized Instance Order Types) is a stochastic method that does not need not to evaluate large amount of potential scheduling plans. Instead, it first applies some simple heuristics to cluster workflow before using "surrogate sampling algorithm" to find proper computing resource for each cluster of tasks. When compared to several existing tools (including a widely used heuristic method and a state-of-the-art meta-heuristic method), RIOT performs the optimization significantly (1-29x) faster than other methods. Better yet, RIOT's faster analysis found schedules as good, or better, than those from other methods (especially for large workflows).
It is important to note that RIOT is a workflow scheduling algorithm rather than a workflow prediction algorithm. "Prediction" refers to determine the expected runtime (workload) of tasks in a workflow. There has been some recent work showing that such predictions are possible. For example, Singh et al. [13] created a machine learning approach for scientific workflow performance predictions; Hsu et al. [14] achieved 91.1% accuracy on predicting performance of the investigated distributed systems.
But this paper is not about prediction. Rather, it is about "scheduling"; i.e. selecting virtual machines, then dividing the workflow across those machines. Due to the complexity of cloud environments, schedulers know that their decisions will only be approximately optimum (and may have to be revised once we learn more about the running system).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the workflow scheduling and discusses existing related work in this area. Section III describes our methodology. Section IV assess RIOT using dozens of real-world scientific workflows. Section V and VI further discuss RIOT. Note that a reproduction for this work is available on-line at https://github.com/ai-se/riot.
Overall, the contributions of this paper are:
• Better ways to faster configure ad hoc workflows on cloud computing environments. • A novel algorithm (RIOT) that out-performs the known state-of-the-art in this arena. • A reproduction package that contains all benchmarks and RIOT with CLOUDSIM.
II. WORKFLOW SCHEDULING ON CLOUD ENVIRONMENT A. Problem Formulation
Scientific workflows, a.k.a. data-intensive workflows typically contain many computational tasks. These tasks are commonly interconnected via data or resource dependencies. They enable researchers to collaboratively design, manage, and obtain results that involve hundreds of steps, access big data and generate similar amount of intermediate and final data products [15] . One common way to represent the dependencies is through Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) as shown in Figure 1 . For a DAG D = V, E , each task is represented as a vertex and every edge e(i, j) indicates that task j must be executed after task i is finished. Mathematically, we denote
Task i can start only after all tasks of Pred (i) are terminated. For convenience, among all tasks, we denote T s as the start task which has no predecessors; and T e , on the other hand, as the exit task without any successors. In this paper, we assume that all workflows have single start task and exit task (this can be simply assured by adding dumb vertex as the head(tail) of all start(exit) tasks).
When deploying workflow into cloud environment, such as Amazon AWS services or Microsoft Azure Cloud, tasks can be executed in different virtual machines. Input/output files of tasks can be transferred via networking. Parallel executing in multiple virtual machines significantly reduced execution time of whole workflow, compared to trivial single PC execution. A deployment plan for the workflow under the specific cloud environment can be uniquely determined Figure 2 . A scheduling example that uniquely set the scheduling. In this workflow, Task Ts, 1, 2 are deployed in VM a(an AWS EC2 t2.small instance). Task 3, 4 are deployed in VM b (an AWS EC2 t2.large instance), etc. If both task 3 and 4 are ready to run at one moment, VM a will run task 3 first, since task 3 has higher rank.
by following three components (see Figure 2 as an example) [9] :
• task2VM mapping: number of VMs should be used and what tasks should be deployed in the same VM. • VM types: which type of computational resources should be assigned to the VMs. • secondary ordering: ordering tasks within the same VM. Tasks inside one VM are polling in secondary ordering until one of them is ready to run. In this work, we treat workflow as a multi-objective problem. The goal of RIOT is to minimize execution time as well as the cost of hiring the virtual machines from cloud service provider.
For each task i, denote
where ft(i), st(i), dur (i), workloads(i), filetime(i) are finish time, start time, duration, computational workload and I/O time of task i respectively. Duration of task i includes computing time of the workload as well as I/O time. file(i, j) is the data flow between task i and task j. I/O speed is limited by bandwidth(bw ) of VMs. Then, "execution time" is measured as makespan; i.e. ft(T e ).
As to cost, in scientific workflows, we create a virtual machine when any task need it and terminate it only when no more future task needs it. Hence, the cost of a workflow is the sum of cost of every used virtual machine. Cost rate and charging policy may differ among providers so for this paper, we followed AWS EC2 pricing (as done by previous works [9] , [16] , [6] ). Note that the charging unit of VM by the hour.
A multi-objective optimizer should return is the Pareto Frontier. Mathematically, in this problem, we define one scheduling s i dominates another scheduling s j iff makespan(si) ≤ makespan(sj)and cost (si) ≤ cost (sj) (4) All schedulings not dominated by any others form the Pareto Frontier. Engineers can inspect this frontier to find the solutions they find most useful.
B. Related Work
In the literature, there are two ways to address the above problem: decision-support tools and automatic optimizers. In these decision-support tool, the final schedules are determined by humans after reflecting on the information offered by the tool. For example tools like iCanCloud [17] are ElasticSim [18] has a GUI platforms where a human analyst can manually look at the effects of trying a few options.
Automatic optimizers like RIOT are different to decisionsupport tools in two important ways. Firstly, the final schedules are determined by automatic algorithms. Secondly, these automatic optimizers explore many more options that humans could ever manage within a decision-support tool.
Many researchers have explored a wide range of automatic optimization methods to find cloud computing schedules. One of the earliest was Topcuoglu et al. [2] , who proposed a heuristic method, HEFT (Heterogeneous-Earliest-Finish-Time). HEFT has two phases, task prioritizing phase and processor (VM) selection phase. In task prioritizing phase, tasks were ranked by their computation as well as communication cost. In processor selection phase, tasks were assigned to the processor which was first available.
Latter as workflows become larger and larger, experiment showed that HEFT's heuristics were easily trapped into local optimal [3] . Therefore, researchers turned to meta-heuristic methods. Chen et al. [4] used Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [5] . In that work, seven heuristics were applied to propose a pheromone function, such as reliability greedy, cost greedy, time/cost balance etc. Rodriguez et al. [6] found that particle swarm optimization (PSO) [7] outperformed ACO as well as much other prior work. At the same time, 2014, Tsai et al. [8] proposed HHSA (hybrid heuristicbased scheduling algorithm) framework. HHSA was an ensemble method that ran separate ACO, PSO, and other meta-heuristic algorithms, then reported the best solution found by any method. Figure 3 shows the general framework for one type of meta-heuristic methods -multi-objectives evolutionary algorithms (MOEA). Variants of the MOEA, including SPEA2, NSGA-II and MOEA/D etc., differ in how they down-select from the general population to the frontier as defined in §II-A. Workflow researchers applied various evolutionary algorithms to solve the scheduling problem with multiobjectives. Among them, our reading of this literature is that the Zhu et al. [ Another recent work came from Wang et al. [19] . Wang et al. formulated the workflow scheduling problem using mixed integer programming (MIP). MIP was dedicated to to find the global optimal cost under some deadline constraints. However, the runtime for MIP algorithm was quite longthey needed hours to figure out solutions for workflows with hundreds of tasks, which was similar to Zhu's EMSC framework. Therefore, their method is recommended for scheduling small or medium workflows. RIOT, on the other hand, is able to find the near-optimal scheduling for large workflows in minutes.
One frequently asked question we get about RIOT is "why not set up a deadline requirement and try to optimize the single objective-monetary cost?". Solving single objective problems is certainly much easier than solving multiobjective problems. However, prior results [9] showed that in many times, by relaxing the deadline requirement a little bit (extend by 5%), the monetary cost may significantly reduce (by more than 30%).
III. HOW TO MAKE A RIOT

A. Overview
The design of RIOT was motivated by the following key observation: all the above methods configured the scheduling at the task level.
• The heuristic HEPT algorithm assigned the tasks one by one (each assignment need a traversal of all VMs); • The meta-heuristic EMSC algorithm applied an integer bit to encode every task and performed the evolution basing on that encoding. RIOT was designed to test the following conjecture: better schedules can be found, faster, if we schedule at a higher level; i.e. using group of tasks in the VMs. Hence, as described in this section: Middle& Right: probability for each tasks to deploy into new VM with different η; p = 0.0 indicates that task always use existed VM, while p = 1.0 indicates that tasks always request new VMs.
• RIOT's B-RANK orders tasks by prior knowledge and structure of the workflow. • RIOT's TASKGROUP sub-routine uses the concept of critical task (described below) to divide large amount of tasks into much fewer blocks. Another key conjecture of RIOT is the anchor hypothesis. That is, when evaluating candidates, it is sufficient to extrapolate between just a few anchor points:
• RIOT evaluates a very small number of randomly selected candidates, which we call the anchors. For the anchor evaluation, RIOT uses the CloudSim workflow simulator [20] . This is a very widely-used approach. • RIOT evaluates the other candidates by extrapolating between the anchors (and we call this extrapolation SURROGATEEVALUATEs). Just to say the obvious: anchor evaluation is much faster than evaluating all candidates since only the anchors require time-consuming simulations or executions on real hardware. Algorithm 1 shows the details of RIOT. The rest of this section discusses those details.
B. Components of RIOT
1) B-RANK : RIOT used the B-Rank method of HEFT [2] to sort task execution priorities on the virtual machine. When sorting tasks, the B-rank metric is distance of the activity to the end of the workflow. Let T e be the final task of a workflow (defined in §II-A). Then rank (T e ) = 1 rank (i) = 1 + max
B-rank sorts tasks in decreasing order of rank (i). Then, if two tasks i, j are ready to run on the same virtual machine, we select the task that is lower in this sort order (and ties are resolved randomly).
2) TASKGROUP : To map tasks into virtual machines, RIOT use TASKGROUP to cluster the tasks, and assign each cluster into one VM.
TASKGROUP defines the critical tasks as follows,
• It is the start task T s , or • It is a task whose data flow in-degree (number of edges incident to in workflow) is among the top third of all in-degress of all tasks Next TASKGROUP assigns each task a probability p i as
With the probabilities, we can group tasks into the clusters. For each task, there is p probability to assign a new cluster. If one task does not map to new cluster, TASKGROUP maps it to any one of existing clusters (if it is a critical task) or any clusters of its predecessors (if it is not a critical task). Figure 4 demonstrates critical tasks and p assignment. As we can see, critical task separates the workflow into several "blocks". Tasks within one block are supposed to be executed in serial, therefore, in the same cluster. p value can control this-tasks closer to end of workflow have smaller p within a block, therefore, higher probability to assign to its predecessor's cluster.
From Figure 4 , we can see that η is an parameter controlling number of clusters. Higher η implies more virtual machines might be applied in the deployment. To improve diversity (and explore more solutions), we set η as 0.05, 0.10, . . . , 1.00 to generate 20 different task-instance mappings.
3) SURROGATEEVALUATE : Nowadays most cloud service provider provide many predefined virtual machines such as the EC2 instances of Table I . These machines differ in computational abilities, bandwidth, and certainly, the unit rental price. After grouping the tasks into VMs, we should find proper VM-type mappings (short for mapping(s) in this section). One naive assumption was that the function f : mappings → objective(make/cost ) is convex. If so, we can simply applied hill climbing (HC) 1 . Unfortunately, with HC, results were worst than existing methods. That is, f is not convex. Hajela [21] indicated that simulated annealing (SA) can better handle non-convex problems. Results showed that SA did perform better than HC. This approved "f is not convex". However, SA still under-performs existing method. Having SA results, we supposed that we should randomly explore LARGE amount of mappings and select the best ones.
SURROGATEEVALAUTE try to create large number of mappings, and assess them so that we can pick up the best mapping for each Task2VM clustering setting. Algorithm 2 illustrates this process.
RIOT scores candidates by extrapolating between a small number of anchors (i.e. a very small number of mappings with known evaluations cores (line 4-12), including n 0 random mappings plus n T iso-mapped instances. (i.e. uniformed type of VMs). Next we use surrogate-based method to assess other large amount of random mappings. For each vm-type mapping to be assessed, we find the nearest a n and furthest a f mappings in evaluated anchors; and then guess its o (makespan or cost) through following formula (equivalent to line 12)
dist(a n , r) dist(a n , a f ) cosθ (5) where o f , o n , o r are objectives of a f , a n and expected objective of r respectively; dist(·, ·) is the distance (defined next) between two vm-type mappings. Typically the vm with higher unit rental price is equipped with better CPU, memory and bandwidth. Consequently, we can sort the TYPES and assign each a rank. With this, distance between two vm-type mappings X, Y is defined as
x i (y i ) is the ranking of virtual machine used for i-th cluster according to X(Y ). Most machine learning algorithm set α = 2 (the Euclidean distance). In RIOT, we found that using α = 1 (the Manhattan distance) returned similar results as Euclidean distance. As Aggarwal et al. [22] argues, Manhattan metric is preferred to the standard Euclidean metric when data dimension is large. Algorithm 2 sumamrizes the SURROGATEEVALAUTE algorithm discussed in this section.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section we report numerical results of scheduling workflows in different structures as shown in Figure 1 . Each structure scales 25 to 1000 tasks approximately (see http:// tiny.cc/wfeg for more details). All workflows were supposed to deploy to Amazon AWS Cloud Services, with instances listed in Table I. In this paper, we compared RIOT to two baseline schedulers. First is MOHEFT [16] (Multi-objective HEFT), a heuristic algorithm basing on the classic HEFT [2] method. Another is EMSC [9] , a meta-heuristic algorithm. We ran EMSC basing on three popular MOEA, including NSGA-II, SPEA2 and MOEA/D.
We coded RIOT and two baseline tools in JAVA and ran them on the same machine (2.0GHz with 8GB memory, running in CentOS). For parameters of RIOT, by default, we set N, n 0 , n T = {500, 30, 8} since we are using the eight types of Table I . For other baselines, we strictly follow the setups defined in their associated publications.
To test performance robustness and reduce observational error, we repeated these all studies 30 times with different random seeds. To check the statistical significance of the differences between the algorithms, we performed a statistical test using Wilcoxon test at a 5% significance level. Table II shows the runtimes of different treatments. For convenience, we also report the makespan as well as speedup of RIOT method. From this table we observe:
A. Comparing via Runtime
• Measured in relative terms, except in a very small workflow (Montage25), we note that RIOT is 1-27x faster than other approaches. • Measured in absolute values, the general trend is that other methods can take up to 4.8 hours while RIOT is never slower than 310 seconds. That is to say, RIOT terminates in just a few seconds to minutes while other methods require minutes to hours. • Comparing the expected makespan to optimizer runtimes, in some workflows with many tasks, such as Montage100, Montage1000, CyberShake1000, etc., previous methods were slower than the eventual runtimes (makespan); while RIOT requires just small ratio of makespans, making RIOT more suitable for rescheduling in dynamic cloud environment.
To conclude, comparing via runtime, RIOT finds schedulings much faster than the prior heuristic/metaheuristic methods.
B. Comparing via Frontier Quality
In this paper we treat workflow scheduling as a multiobjective problem. To compare the quality of returned frontier, three measures is widely applied [23] -Hypervolume, Inverted Generation Distance (IGD) and Spread. For our problem, we plot the objectives of frontiers in a 2D coordinate and have following definitions,
• Hypervolume is the area of space the obtained frontier dominated (top-right of the frontier curve); • IGD is average Euclidean distance of each point in obtained frontier to its nearest point in the true Pareto Frontier. It is almost impossible to find the true Pareto Frontier. Following Wang et al.'s guidance [24] , we collected non-dominated scheduling found by any algorithms in any repeats as the true frontier; • Spread defines the average Euclidean distance of every pair of consecutive points in the obtained frontier. Lower spread implies better diversity. Within Table III , we observe that:
• Variants of EMSC have similar performance; EMSC outperforms the heuristic method, MOHEFT. This is consisted with EMSC's origin paper; • Consider the IQR values 2 : the performance of RIOT is stable, even though it is a stochastic method; 2 IQR = intra-quartile range = (75-25)th percentile.
• Measured by hypervolume, in 70% of experimented workflows, RIOT has significantly higher values than other baselines. That is, in most workflows, with monetary cost constraint, RIOT can find schedulings with less makespan, or within some deadline, RIOT can find schedulings required less cost; • Measured by IGD, RIOT performs best in 85% workflow.
In other words, RIOT's results are closer to true frontier; • According to spread statistics, RIOT provides more diverse results in majority study cases; • Summarizing all in Table III , there is no any algorithm always performs the best (this is one of Wolpert's No Free Lunch results [25] ). However, RIOT performs best in majority of measurements and no bad in the remaining measures (compared to RAND or MOHEFT especially). Summarizing above observations, RIOT usually finds schedulings as good as anything else. This result is particularly remarkable for the large workflows.
V. THREATS TO VALIDITY
A. Sampling Bias
While we tested RIOT on over two dozen workflows, it would be inappropriate to say that this sample covers the space of all possible workflows. As researchers, all we can do is to introduce our method, release the source code for our method and suggest that other researchers try a broader range of workflows.
B. Algorithm Bias
In this paper we compared our work to MOHEFT and EMSC. We choose MOHEFT, the multi-objective variant of HEFT, since it is one of most popular heuristic method in this area. It is simple and fast (compared to meta-heuristic methods). We choose EMSC since it is the best metaheuristic we have explored in this area. As shown in §II-B, there are many other ways to perform workflow scheduling. For example, the MIP [19] can guarantee to get best schedule under some deadline and other constraints. Comparing to other methods is left for future work.
C. Evaluation Bias
Comparing via results Table III , we conclude that RIOT is a smart tool. Note that in some workflows, RIOT did not outperform EMSC (see three of the Sipht results of Table III ). However, considering runtimes of different algorithms, EMSC might requires longer time than expected makespan. RIOT is significantly faster than other methods. Therefore, we consider RIOT as a promising tool. In future, we need to analyze why RIOT fails in some workflows.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces RIOT, a novel stochastic method for workflow scheduling in the cloud.
RIOT was built to test two conjectures: EMSC-SPEA2 (t 3 )
EMSC-MOEA /D (t 4 ) Speedup
Runtime* is in seconds unless otherwise stated (H=hours). Makespan* is the median makespan of all non-dominated scheduling found by any algorithm ran in the experiment. Model M/E/I/C/S = Montage, Epigenomics, Inspiral, CyberShake, Sipht (see Figure 1 ) 1) Better schedules can be found, faster, if we schedule at a higher level; 2) When scoring candidates it is sufficient to extrapolate between just a few anchor points. The results shown above strongly endorse these two conjectures. When optimizing large workflows, experiments showed that about 80% of RIOT's quality indicators were as good or better than existing algorithms (MOHEFT and EMSC), but only require less than (1/29=) 3% of their optimization time. As for small or medium workflows, two thirds of RIOT's quality indicators were as good as other methods, with RIOT 1x-30x faster.
Consequently, we recommend RIOT for configuring large workflows, since RIOT takes minutes to find schedulings that other tools need hours to find. As for smaller workflows, we still recommend researchers try RIOT first since RIOT is much faster than prior work and in the usual case, RIOT can achieve competitive results to other methods.
